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Memorandum:
TO:

Mayor Gunderson and City Council Members

FROM:

Chris Hearden, Fire Chief

DATE:

April 6, 2021

SUBJECT:

Replacement of Fire Truck

Background
In 2007, two Rosenbauer Spartan Fire Engines were purchased as the “First-Out Fire Engine” for call
response. One for each fire station. These trucks are almost 15 years old and wear and tear is starting to
take its toll. Repair costs continue to increase. The new fire engine would replace one of the 2007 “FirstOut” Fire Engines, while the other 2007 Fire Engine would be utilized as “Second-Out” and back-up
Fire Engine.
The rationale for starting the process early in 2021 is the estimated timeframe of 16-18 months from
creating the specification order to delivery of the apparatus. Once a purchase agreement is signed there
is an approximate 12-14 months to build. Costs are estimated to increase by 3-5% each year, typically
starting in February of each year.
Funding for this apparatus, approximately $750,000, has been budgeted for in the proposed 2022 CIP. In
a typical year, we budget between $350-500k for the whole CIP. This single purchase may require an
increase to the levy if other funding sources/options are not identified. Staff is seeking approval to begin
the planning process for replacing this engine, with final Council approval upon receipt of final
specification and purchase cost prior to signing a purchase agreement.
Payment options are available and will be investigated upon receipt of the final specifications and
purchase costs. This can be purchased through the Minnesota State Consortium process. See attached
optional Draft payment plan.
Sale of existing 2007 Rosenbauer Spartan Fire Engine
There are few options for the sale of a used fire engine similar to this one. Estimating the value at this
time is premature. The value of an existing engine with these specifications is extremely limited and sale
price can range greatly due to demand for this type of apparatus at the time of sale.
Attachment(s) Draft Payment Plan
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